Surface excess free energy of simple fluids confined in cylindrical pores by isothermal-isobaric Monte Carlo: influence of pore size.
Confined fluid properties are mainly determined by interfacial phenomena characterized by surface quantities. Based on a simple model of Lennard-Jones particles confined in a cylindrical pore, this study introduces a grand potential surface quantity to quantify the difference in the thermodynamic pressure between the bulk and the confined fluids. The usual surface tension gamma defined as this grand potential difference for the same chemical potential in both confined and bulk states is generally strongly dependent on both the chemical potential and temperature. It is proposed here to introduce another surface quantity zeta which measures the thermodynamic pressure difference between confined and bulk states for identical densities. It is shown that this quantity is much less dependent on confined fluid density or chemical potential. It is actually constant along the gas-like and liquid-like adsorption/desorption branches for an irreversible isotherm (hysteresis), with a different value for each branch. For reversible supercritical isotherms, zeta is shown to remain constant in the low and high density parts of the isotherm. This independence on chemical potential (or equivalently fluid density) is believed to be of great interest for practical applications when one desires to calculate thermodynamic quantities such as the usual surface tension gamma or the thermodynamic pressure of a confined fluid for any given chemical potential and temperature. Such calculations are required to determine fundamental properties such as metastability or coexistence. The effects of temperature, fluid/substrate interaction strength, and pore size are studied.